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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Arrow-Barankin-Blackwell theorem (see [ 11) states that the mini- 
mum points in a closed convex set S c R” of strictly positive supporting 
functionals are dense in the set of the minimal points of S, with KY” partially 
ordered with respect o the componentwise ordering. 
This theorem was generalized to the case of other ordering cones in R” 
in [9, 23. In the infinite dimensional case, this result was stated in the space 
1, of bounded sequences in [14, 12, 131. Later the Arrow-Barankin- 
Blackwell theorem was extended in [ 151 to normed spaces partially 
ordered by a convex cone with a base norm, in [3] to normed spaces with 
a weakly compact based cone, and in [lo] to normed spaces partially 
ordered by a Bishop-Phelps cone. 
In this paper, in Section 2, we prove the theorem in normed spaces 
partially ordered by a cone whose dual has non-empty algebraic interior. 
In Section 3 we show that our results generalize [3], while they are not 
comparable with the ones in [ 15, lo], where a stronger conclusion is 
obtained using stronger assumptions. 
It may be interesting to remark that our proof of Theorem 2.1 is inspired 
by the ideas contained in the original work of Arrow, Barankin and 
Blackwell. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
A set C in a topological vector space X is called to be a cone if CK E C 
for every c( E R, tx 20, and c E C. A cone C is said to be pointed if 
C n ( - C) = (0). It is easily seen that, if C is a pointed convex cone in X, 
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the relation ” < ,” defined by .Y <J‘ if J‘ - .Y E C, induces in X a partial 
ordering (i.e., it is a reflexive, antisymmetric, transitive relation). If .t‘ ~ .X E 
C\(O) we shall write x < ~3. 
Given a set S c X we say that s’ E S is a minimal point of S (relative to 
the partial ordering induced by C) if (s’ - C) n S = is’). The set of all 
minimal points of S will be denoted Min S. The dual cone C + of a cone 
C in X is defined by 
where X* is the topological dual space of A’, and the strict dual Cl of C 
is defined by 
C,+ = (x*EX* :x*(c)>Oforeveryc~C\{O}}, 
while C++ = {x E X : x*(x) 3 0 for every x* E C+ } is called the bidual cone 
of c. 
It is well known and easily proved that C+ and C+ + are closed convex 
cones in X* and X, respectively, C,+ u (0) is a convex cone, and that, if 
X is a locally convex space, C+ + = cl C and 
intC+cint,C+cC,+, 
where int, C+ denotes the algebraic interior of C’, i.e., the set of all inter- 
nal points of C+ (e.g., see [S, Chapt. VI). 
Now, given SC X, if x* E C: we define 
and 
P,(x*) = {so E S : x*(so) <x*(s) for every SE S} 
P,= u P,(x*). 
.Y* E c; 
Clearly Ps = @ whenever Cc = @. Moreover, for every topological vector 
space X and for every set S c X we have 
P, c Min S. (2.1) 
The previous inclusion is trivial if Ps = aa. Otherwise, let s0 E P,; by 
contradiction, if s0 $ Min S there exists SE S such that s < sO, i.e., 
s,, --s E C\(O), and so for every x* E Cc we have x*(sO) > x*(s); then 
so+ps. 
In the following we shall see that in some general situations we also have 
Min S c w-cl P,; (2.1) and this last inclusion together mean that almost all 
minimal points of S can be obtained through scalarization. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let X he a normed space and C a closed convex pointed 
cone in X such that int, Ci # 0. If S is a weakly compact convex set in X 
then 
P, c Min S c w-cl P,. 
Proof. Since int, C+ # @ we may choose X* lint, C+ such that 
IlX*il 6 1 (the same symbol is used for the norms in X and X*) and define 
c+(x*) = {y* cx* + C’ : IIy*(l e l}. (2.2) 
C’(Y*) is convex and it is non-empty since i* E C+(X*); moreover it is a 
w*-compact set since C+ is w*-closed and by the Alaoglu theorem. 
Now let s’ E Min S; we define a function fin C+ (X*) x (S - s’) as 
For every r E S-s’, the function f (. , r) is concave and w*-continuous in 
the w*-compact convex set C’(X*) and, for every y* E C+ (X*), f (y*, .) is 
convex and w-continuous in the w-compact convex set S-s’. So we can 
use standard minimax theorems (e.g., see [S]) and obtain that there exist 
yg~ C’(X*) and r,ES--s’ such that 
for every y* E C+(X*) and r E S-s’. In particular we obtain 
y*(rd Q $X0) = 0, for every y* E C+ (X*). 
Now let x7=X*/j, je N\(O). We have x7 lint, C+ and so, as we did in 
(2.2) relative to X*, we may define the sets 
c+(xT)= (y*ExT+C+ : JIy*ll< l}. 
As in the previous situation, through minimax theorems, we find 
yf~ C+ (x)) and rj E S - s’ such that 
Y*(rj) Byl(r,) GY:(r), 
for every y* E C+ (x7) and r E S - s’, and we also obtain 
y*(ri) d y:(O) = 0, for every y* E C+ (XT). (2.3) 
By the Smulian theorem (e.g., see [7, Theorem 8.12.11) there exists a sub- 
sequence {r,(;)} of { ri } which is weakly convergent o a point r” E S - s’. 
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Now we shall prove that, given X* lint,, C+ such that l/.~*il < l/2, we 
have x* E C’(x,*,,,) for i large enough. Indeed let i, <i,; we have 
xXi,,+C+=X*/j(il)+C+ 
=X*li(iz)+X*(j(i,)-j(i,))/j(i,)j(i,)+ C+ c,$,~, + C’: 
and so it is enough to prove 
.Y*E (J c+(ST(;,), 
,= I 
(2.4) 
where the set in the right hand side is convex and with non-empty algebraic 
interior. 
By contradiction, if x* 4 U,?!, C+(xI*(,)), by a standard separation 
theorem (e.g., see [S, Theorem V-1-12]), there exists 1’ in the algebraic dual 
of X*, y # 0, such that 
lo*) 6 -Ax,*,,, + z*j, (2.5) 
for every ie N \{O) and z* E C+ such that lJ~i*(,) +z*)/ d 1. Thus we obtain, 
for the same i and z*, 
7(x*) 6 jJ(x*)lj(i) + y(z*) 
and for i-+ co, 
24x*) G Y(z* )7 for every Z*E C+, /I~*11 < 1. (2.6) 
Taking in (2.6) z* =2x* and after z* =x*/2 we obtain 7(x*) =0 and so, 
again by (2.6), 
y(z*)>o, for every z* EC+, I/z*/1 < 1. 
Let U* E X*\{O}; then there exists 6 >O such that x* + tu* E C+ and 
11x* + tu*ll < 1 for It\ ~6. So y(x* + fu*) = ty(u*)>,O for 111 < 6; this 
implies y(u*) = 0 and consequently  = 0 in the algebraic dual of X*, which 
is a contradiction. 
Hence we have x* E C+(x,*,,,) for i large enough. So from (2.3) 
y*(F) & 0 forevery y*Eint,C+, Jly*Il <l/2, 
and also 
y*(F) < 0 for every y* E int, C+; 
finally, since cl (int, C ’ ) = C +, we find 
for every y* E C’ . 
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Hence JE -C++ = -C; but r” = S-s’ for some SE S, so s” < s’, which 
implies s” = s’. 
Now let sjciJ E S be such that rjcij = sjci) - s’; from 
YF(i)(rj(i)) GYTtij(r) for every r E S - s’ 
we obtain 
Y?(i) (s,Ci)) G Y,*(i)ts) for every s E S. 
Since yyci, E int, C+ + C+ c Cl, we have 
Sj(i) E p, and s’ = lim sjci) E w-cl Ps. 1 
(2.7) 
THEOREM 2.2. Let X be a normed space and C a closed convex pointed 
cone in X such that int, C+ # a. If S c X and there exists a weakly compact 
convex set K such that SC Kc S+ C, then 
P, c Min S c w-cl P,. (2.8) 
Proof. It is easily seen that Min S= Min K and P, = P,. So we may 
suppose S to be a weakly compact convex set and the result follows 
trivially from Theorem 2.1. m 
3. REMARKS ABOUT THE ASSUMPTIONS 
We recall (see [6, lo]) that a set B is said to be a base for the closed 
convex pointed cone C in the normed space X if B is convex and for every 
x E C’\(O) there exist a unique 3, E (0, +co) and a unique b E B such that 
x = Ah. 
It is proved in [6] that B is a base for C if and only if C = {Mb: o! > 0, 
b E B} and 0 is not an element of the smallest affine set containing B. 
A base in [3] is a slightly different object; however, a weakly compact base 
in the sense of [3] agrees with a weakly compact base in our sense. 
Through the following proposition and the successive xample, we show 
that our results in Section 2 are more general than the ones in [3]. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. (i) Let X be a normed space and C a closed convex 
pointed cone in X. Zf C has a weakly compact base then int C+ # a. (ii) Let 
X be a Banach reflexive space and C # (0 1 a closed convex pointed cone in 
X. Then C has a weakly compact base if and only ij” int C+ # %. 
Proof. (i) Let B be a weakly compact base for C. Since 0 4 B, by a 
standard separation theorem there exist y E X*, CT E R, E > 0 such that 
O=y(O)<o- E <o<?(b), for every b E B, 
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and SO :’ E C+ B is weakly compact and so it is bounded in norm; then 
there exists M> 0 such that llhll < A4 for every h E B. Now let 
U*= {u*EX*: Ilu*ll <o/Mj. F or every u* E Ii* and h E B we have 
(y + u*)(h) 3 0 - lIu*l/ IIhll 3 0; 
this implies y+U*cC+ and so yEintC+. 
(ii) We must prove only the “if” part. The proof follows the lines of 
14, Lemma 31. Let xg~int Ct. If XE C\(O) we have x:(x) > 0 since 
intC+cC,+. Now let B= {x E C : x:(x) = 1). We prove that B is a weakly 
compact base for C. 
B is a closed and convex, so it is weakly closed. B is also a bounded set. 
In fact let U* be a neighborhood of 0 in X* such that x,*+ U* c C+; we 
can choose U* in such a way that, for a suitable K> 0, U* = 
{u* EX* : /Iu*Jl < Kj. We have 
(XX + u*)(h) = 1 + u*(h) 3 0, for every h E B, u* E U*; 
so for every he B and for every u* E U* we have u*(h) 3 -1 and 
(-u*)(b) 2 -1, i.e., lu*(h)l < I. 
This implies Kl(hlj d 1 for every h E B. So, by the hypotheses about X, B 
is weakly compact. Now we prove that B is a base for C. If x E C\(O) there 
exists CI >O such that X~(EX) = 1; then x= a- ‘(c(x), with 51 ’ > 0 and 
xx E B. Moreover if there exists x E C\(O) such that x = c(, h, = qb, with 
SI, >O, sc,>O and b,, ~,EB, we have x~(x)=x~x~(~,)=cI~xO*(~~) and so 
c(~ =CI~ and also b, =h,. 1 
Through the following example we show that in normed spaces the 
hypothesis int C’ # @ is really weaker than the assumption that C has a 
weakly compact base. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let X= L’((0, 1)), the space of all Lebesgue inte- 
grable functions in (0, l), and C= {xEX:x(t)>Oa.e.}. We have 
X*=L”((O, 1)), C+ = (y~L”((0, 1)) :y(t)>Oa.e.j. It is easily seen that 
int C’ # 0 (e.g., the function y(t) = 1 in (0, 1) is in int C’). C has no 
weakly compact base. By contradiction, if B is so, we have, for a suitable 
K> 0, JlhlJ d K for every b E B and, if #,,, n E N \ {0}, are the characteristic 
functions of the sets E,, = [(n + 1 )-I, n -‘I, there exist suitable 2, > 0 such 
that A,,~,E B. By the Smulian theorem there exists a subsequence 
(An(kJdn(kj} which is weakly convergent to a point z E B. But for every 
f’~ CA((O, 1)) we have sh Ancki b,,ck,f= 0 for k large enough and so JA qf= 0 
for every f E CA( (0, 1)). Then z = 0 E B, which is a contradiction. 
In [ 15, lo] the relation P, c Min S c cl P, is obtained; these inclusions 
are stronger than the ones in (2.8), but in both the works hypotheses 
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stronger than our condition int, C+ # 0 are used. In [ 151 it is supposed 
that the norm is a base norm (see [ 111 for a detailed approach); in this 
case we have int C+ # 0 since the functional zg in [ 15, Lemma] has a 
neighborhood of radius 1 contained in C+. 
In [lo] it is supposed that the cone C is a Bishop-Phelps cone, i.e., C 
is of the form 
c= {xEX:y(x)>:~lxl~} (3.1) 
for suitable y E X* and c1 E (0, 11. Also in this case we have int Cc # 0, as 
it is shown in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let X be a normed space and C a Bishop-Phelps cone 
in X. Then int C+ # 0 and, if C # { 0}, C has a closed bounded base. 
Proof. If C is defined by (3.1), then y E int C+. In fact if 1. E X* and 
IJAIl <c( we have 
(11+ J”)(X) = Y(X) + 4x13 cf llxll - ll~ll lxll 2-0, for every x E C; 
SO y+AeC+ and yeint C+. 
Now we prove that the set 
B = (h E X : y(h) = M, llbll < 1) 
is a closed bounded base for C. B is non-empty since for every x E C\{ 0) 
we have y(x/llxjl)>a and so ax/ll~ll E B for some 0~ (0, 11. Clearly B is a 
convex bounded closed set. Moreover if x E C\{O} and x = I”, x1 = &x2 
with I,>O, i,>O, and x1,x2eB, we have y(x)=i,y(xl)=3L2y(x2); so 
I., = A, and also x, =x2. 1 
Remark 3.4. It is easily seen that the converse of Proposition 3.3 is not 
true, also in finite dimensional spaces; e.g., the closed convex pointed cone 
c = {(x, y, z) : z 2 (x2 + 2$)“2} 
in R3 satisfies int C+ # 0 and has a compact base but it is not a 
Bishop-Phelps cone. 
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